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Welcome to our Holiday Gift Guide 2022! 

A little about us. We are a trusted, friendly neighbourhood
jeweller in operation since 2007. Our aim is to bring that same
relationship to our online clients with the personal service of a
Canadian small business. We create heirloom quality fine
jewellery designed with beauty, durability and comfort in mind.
All of the metals we use are recycled and ethically sourced. We
also use a wide selection of natural gemstones, conflict-free
diamonds and lab created diamonds & gemstones.

The origin of our company name comes from the tradition of posy
rings. From the late middle ages through to the Victorian era posy
rings were popular expressions of love and friendship. The word
"posy" comes from the French "poesie" or poem. This is because
posy (also spelled poesy, posie or posey) rings had inspirational
messages of love or friendship engraved within them.

Be sure to reach out if you have any questions!

The Posy Team

Hello
there!
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Mulled Wine
Collection

Available for purchase at www.posyfinejewellery.com/shop

A. Rhodolite Garnet Pendant: 14k Rose Gold & Genuine Rhodolite Garnet: $1490+hst

B.

C.

Rhodolite Garnet Stud Earrings: 14k Rose Gold & Genuine Rhodolite Garnet: $495+hst

Rhodolite Garnet Cocktail Ring: 14k Rose Gold & Genuine Rhodolite Garnet: $2385+hst

A.

B.

C.



Holly,
Jolly

Available for purchase at www.posyfinejewellery.com/shop

A. Demantoid Garnet Stud Earrings: 14k Yellow Gold & Genuine Demantoid Garnet: $840+hst

B. Rose Cut Ruby Stud Earrings: 14k Yellow Gold & Genuine Ruby: $390+hst

A.

B.

Our rose cut ruby and demantoid garnet earrings are separate pairs.
If both pairs were to be worn together on the same ear, however, you
would have a holly, jolly pair!



Birthstone 
Buffet

14k Yellow Gold and Genuine Tanzanite
$860+hst

tanzanite stud earrings

turquoise & diamond earrings

14k White Gold, Diamond & Turquoise
$465+hst

blue zircon stud earrings
14k Yellow Gold and Genuine Zircon

$395+hst

Available for purchase at 
www.posyfinejewellery.com/shop



Chamagne
Holiday

Available for purchase at posyfinejewellery.com/shop

Champagne diamond engagement ring

$2460+hst

salt & pepper diamond stud earrings

$985+hst

diamond cluster
engagement ring

champagne diamond
marquise ring

rose gold bubbles
stacking ring

$1950+hst $2295+hst $330+hst



The Posy Team

Wishing you and your families
and very healthy and happy

holiday season!

If you are feeling inspired by this guide and it's got you thinking of another idea,
let us know if we can help! We specialize in custom jewellery and offer jewellery
repair. We also specialize in reusing old jewellery, one of the only jewellers in
Toronto offering this service.

If you are interested in learning more about us please visit us at
www.posyfinejewellery.com.  

Have something else
in mind?

askus@posyfinejewellery.com

www.posyfinejewellery.com

@posyfinejewellery

@posyfinejewellery
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